
IMPORTANT FEDERAL AGENCIES

Important Federal Agencies. AZA Services The following Federal Agencies affect AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums.
Federal Aviation Administration.

Consider this: If driverless cars synch up with traffic lights, who ensures that every car has the same amount of
lag time between when a light turns green and when a car automatically accelerates into the middle of the
intersection? Because federal agency bonds are less liquid than Treasury bonds , they offer a slightly higher
rate of interest than Treasury bonds. While the CFPB was originally designed to monitor large banks and other
large incumbents in the financial industry, it has set its sights on Silicon Valley as more fintech companies
launch new, unproven products with little historical data. This includes 98 percent of the government
workforce. Federal agencies fall under the executive branch of the American government. You guessed it:
NIST. Trade Representative. Many healthcare companies, including healthtech startups, seek those
reimbursements as an important source of revenue. Previously, bank charters had been reserved for
corporations that planned to operate like traditional banks, with deposit and lending capabilities. Privacy
Shield ensures that companies maintain the integrity of data; are not collecting irrelevant personal information
on their customers; and holds companies accountable for any customer data that is transferred to third parties
and subsequently abused. May 3,  Legally, according to the Federal Administrative Procedure Act, which
governs administrative law, an "agency" is any governmental authority besides Congress and the courts. Next
up: influencing bitcoin- and blockchain related policy. Political appointees made up about 3 percent of the
civilian employees. These are all important questions, and the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of
Labor â€” which is responsible for enforcing all federal labor laws including the Fair Labor Standards Act â€”
is largely responsible for answering them. Dodd-Frank came on the heels of the financial crisis, after all. Sold
by a nationwide group of banks and dealers, these securities raise money to fund public needs such as road
building, low-cost housing, urban renewal, and also to provide low-interest rate loans to farmers, small
business owners, and veterans. So tech companies â€” especially enterprise SaaS ones â€” should find plenty
of opportunity to collaborate with the OAI as it looks for interesting new ideas on how to bring government
into the 21st century something which the Innovation Initiative, as described here , is also trying to do in other
ways. Better know all about the latest from the SEC. Beneath the cabinet agencies are fifty-seven independent
establishments and government corporations. Collectively, federal agencies are often referred to as "the
administration" or "the bureaucracy. They also played a role in defining other emerging tech, like cloud
computing , in  Translation: modernize government, and as quickly as possible. NIST will play a critical role
for some of the most exciting industries and products of the future, from driverless cars to the internet of
things IoT and connected homes. The Office of Management and Budget has put together tables tracking the
bureaucratic workforce. Examples of federal agency securities are the federal agency bonds which are bonds
that are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States government.


